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Columbus, Miss., Nov. 2. President
Taft received a joyous welcome here
today, when he came to visit the
birthplace of Secretary of War Dickinson and brought the secretary with
him.
Mr. Taft held a reception at
the old home of General Stephen D
Lee of the Confederate forces. Later
he made an address from a stand on
Main street, and before leaving for
Birmingham, attended his first barbecue of the trip at the Girl's industrial School.
Praise for Dickinson and Davis.
Columbus, Miss., Nov. 2. The President took occasion here to pay a
tribute to Secretary Dickinson. In
fact, ever since entering Mississippi,
the President has lost no opportunity
to give evidence of his high regard
for the secretary of war. "He did not
come into the Cabinet because
he
wanted to," said the President at
Jackson, last night. "He came because be knew I wanted him. I wanted him because I wanted to give an
earnest example to the South of the
truth of my declaration that I am
anxious to bring you closer together
at Washington, and I also tcok him
because I wanted one of the ablest
men of the country, I wanted that
Panama canal built and I knew if he
took hold of it, it would go." The
President was wildly cheered when
he paid a tribute to the memory of
Jefferson Davis, referring to him as
"One of your great heroes of Mis-

Governor Curry today received the
official itinerary of the Senate Irrigation Committee, according to which
the committee has given up its first
plan to visit Santa Fe. The committee expects to arrive at El Paso, Texas, on Wednesday
noon, November
17, and will there meet people interested in the Elephant Butte dam project. Early, Thursday morning, the
committee will leave on a special train
for Las Cruces to meet the people of
the Mesilla valley there. From there,
the train will proceed to Rincon
where luncheon will be served and
thence to Engle. Here carriages will
be taken to the Engle dam site. From
Engle, the party will proceed to Be-leand thence across the cut-of- f
to
Roswell, arriving there Friday morning, November 17. After meeting the
people there, the party will leave in
lime for luncheon at Carlsbad where
the afternoon and evening will be
spent in meeting the people and viewing the Carlsbad project. Governor
Curry will go to El Paso to meet the
committee and will accompany
it
while in New Mexico. From Carlsbad, Senator Carter and his committee will proceed east.
Will Visit Lincoln.
Governor Curry has planned
to
1
leave tonight or tomorrow for Lincoln, expecting to spend a few hours
at Carrizozo where court is being
n

.held.

Divorce Suit Filed.
William J. Preston of this city today filed suit for divorce in trie district court for Santa Fe county,
against Eva L. Preston. The petition
says that the couple were married
In 18S6 at the Christian cnurcn at
Louisiana, Mo., that it has two children 130th more than 21 years Old, anil
that the defendant abandoned and deserted the plaintiff in February, 1906.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Curry today appointed P.
J. Pickering of Mills, Mora county,
a notary public.
Sentences Commuted.
Governor Curry today commuted
the sentences cf four young men in
the penitentiary to the Reform School
at Springer. They are: George S.
Kelley, aged 18 years, from Grant
county, serving a three years' sentence; John E. Ballon, 17 years, of
Roosevelt county, serving two years,
Cesario Rascon, aged 15 years, from
Grant county, serving four years, and
Petrolino Alexander from San Miguel
county, aged 16, serving eighteen

sissippi."
CONDEMNATION PAPERS
TO BE FILED TOMORROW.
U. S.
,

His Approval.

, El Paso, Tex.

Nov.

2.

Condemna-

proceedings to be instituted by
the United States government for
site and rigbtofway to the
Elephant Butte dam will probably be
filed Wednesday at Socorro, N. M.
District Engineer W. M. Reed, of the
reclamation service, met United States
Attorney Leahy at Las Vegas Saturday and, with examiners for the reclamation service, went over the papers to be filed.
Those papers will be returned to El
Paso Tuesday for the signature of the
reclamation service engineer and will
tion

res-ervi-

reach Socorro, by Wednesday.
The action to be brought will be
against the Victorio Land and Cattle
Company of which Henry A. Jastro of
Bakersfield, Cal., is the repdesenta-tive- .

months.

Offices Moved.

J.

Attorney David J. Leahy Has
Examined Therr and They Meet

Superintendent of Public Instruction
E. Clark today

moved his offices
floor of the Capitol

Enigneer Reed has received inforfrom the first
to the offices in the southeast corner mation that Mr. Jastro is seriously ill
at his California home.
of the third floor.
After the filing of the condemnation
TWO WEN CREMATED
suit the defendants
named therein
IN LORDSBURG JAIL. will have five days in which to enter
an appearance. When the action is
Two Armenian Peddlers Die Terrible set for trial appraisers will be appointDeath in Frame Bastile in
ed and they will have 10 days in which
Grant County Town.
to make a report. Upon receipt of the
appraisers' report and by repositing
A dispatch from Lordsburg,
Grant the money the government, if it sees
county, says: "Two young Armenians, fit, can start work on the Elephant
arrested this afternoon at Lordsburg, Butte dam.
lor peddling lemons alleged to have
been stolen from a Southern Pacific ANOTHER NATIONAL
train, were cremated in the wooden
CALAMITY THREATENED.
jail building here tonight in a fire the
prisoners are believed to have started Chewing Gum Industry May Become
with the hope of liberating themselves.
'
Extinct Unless New Chicle
Five hundred people who answered
Forests Are Discovered.
the fire alarms heard the awful cries
of the prisoners for relief. The buildMexico City, Nov. 2. Grief appears
ing burned like tinder. After the fire in store for American gum chewers
was extinguished
the two charred
to Franklin Canning, an of"bodies were removed from the ruins. according
ficial of the American
Chicle ComIdentification is impossible.
The gum chewers' delicacy Is
pany.
threatened with extinction, unless new
LAST DAY OF
chicle forests are discovered. Owing
WATERWAYS CONVENTION. to the
great demand and consequent
high prices, the chicle growers of YuMarked
By Enthusiasm and Confi- catan have been tapping their trees
dence That Fourteen Foot Chantoo often, and as a result the. trees
nel is Certainty.
are dying and are being destroyed
.

IVUsvillo, Pa., Nov. 2. Neighbors,
suspicious that, sometihing was wrong,
broken into the house of Daniel
Schocke, a butcher of Pine Grove, this
morning and discovered a grewsome
tragedy.
During the night, Schocke
had cut off the heads of his wife and
twelve year old daughter, while they
were in bed, and then had blown out
his own brains. A reeking butcher
knife on the floor showed how the
Gaynor is running a strong favor- murders had been committed. Schocke
ite, the prevailing odds being two and was 55
years old. He has a peculiar
one-hal- f
to one; the odds on Bannard,
had several times failed in
disposition,
the Republican candidate are five to
business, but relatives had given him
thirteen, and on Hearst one. to six.
The weather was clear and cool, a fresh start each time.
when the polls opened and early votWHERE BANK
ing though heavy was without disorGUARANTY PLAN FAILS.
der.
Much scratching is reported in all
Oklahoma Exhausts Its Fund Although
parts of the city. Robert Taft, son of
of Claims
Paying Only One-hal- f
the President, came down from New
of Depositors.
Haven last nisht with several classOklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 2.
mates at Yale and did duty as a Republican watcher at a voting place, a lit- More than $500,000 contributed by the
state banks under the deposit guaranty
tle store on Third avenue.
The news that young Taft would be law has been used in protecting depositors of the insolvent Columbia
jitthepollingwasplace brought such a Bank & Trust Company, which failed
crowd that it
decided that he shall
more than a month ago, and there renot act as watcher. The police were
mains more than $100,000 in decalled upon to disperse the crowd.
posits to be paid with only $1,123 in
Rain in Pennsylvania.
on hand to pay them, though
cash
2.
A
Nov.
heavy rain
Philadelphia,
marked election day in eastern Penn- sufficient assets apparently are availdesylvania. The struggle between the able to provide for the remaining
a
is
in
shown
Thi
scondition
regular Republicans, and the reform posits.
element, for the office of district at- preliminary statement issued yestertorney, brought out a heavy morning day by A. M. Young, state bank comvote. In the state, reports indicate missioner.
When the bank failed it had
a light vote for the state ticket.
of individual deposits and
in
and
Question
Beveridge
Liquor
of deposits of other banks.
Indiana.
2.
The
Liabilities
Nov.
remaining amount to
Indianapolis,
liquor
and for this puropse the banH
question,, law enforcement, and the
political complexion of the next leg- commissioner has total assets of $1,
islature, were the issues in the cam- 763,000 including $503,000 assigned afpaign in this state, with the munici- ter the failure by W. L, Norton, the
pal elections holding a large share of bank's president and others. Apthe interest. The legislative candiparently no money has been received
dates will not be nominated until next from the assessment of 100 per cent
year, but it is believed that the re- on the $200,000 of capital stock of
sult of today's elections will have a the bank.
result in deciding which
party will control the legislature. The ROSWELL BOY KILLED
next legislature will elect a succesBY VICIOUS HORSE.
sor to Senator Beveridge and it is
believed, will have to deal further
Kicked By
with the liquor question.
The early Twelve Year Old Youth
Blow
Brute
Broke
First
voting was heavy, both parties getting
Child's Neck.
cut their strength.
A
dispatch from Roswell says that
Voting on Income Tax.
Boston, Nov. 2. The voters of Leroy Basil Maxwell, the twelve year
Massachusetts today cast their bal- old son of Mrs. Arthur Crosson of
lots for state officers and members of Roswell, was instantly killed by the
the legislature and to decide the kick of a vicious horse at the home
state's attitude on the income tax. In of a playmate on Sunday afternoon.
the large cities it was estimated that The brute kicked the boy repeatedly,
a third of the ballots had been cast the first blow from the hoofs breaking
the child's neck so that death ensued
by nine o'clock.
almost instantly.
Issues Local in Ohio.
2.
Nov.
In
Cincinnati,
practically
every city and viuage in Ohio, munici- GRAND MASTER OF
MEXICAN MASONS DEAD.
pal elections are held today. The issues are generally local, although
Mexico City, Nov. 2. John C. More-heaGovernor Harmon has taken an active
grand master of the grand
part in the campaign in Cincinnati to lodge, Valle de Mexico, A. F. and A.
wrest the control of the city from the M., died here. He was born iu IreRepublicans. In Cleveland,
Mayor land in 1870 and came to Mexico 15
Tom Johnson is again candidate, and years ago from Wisconsin.
Stomach
iu Toledo, Brand Whitlock is
running trouble aggravated by the excitement
for his third term, but in neither city incident to an earthquake Sunday
ha3 the campaign developed striking morning caused his death.

features.
Race O.uestion in Maryland.
Baltimore, Md.. Nov. 2. The chief
issue of the election in Maryland is a
proposed amendment to the constitution destined to disfranchise the negro.
The incoming legislature will elect a
successor to Senator Rayner.
Temperance O.uestion in Chicago.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 2. Elections in
which the prohibition question is involved are being held In thirty-threIllinois cities today. Of these nine are
at present "dry," and twenty-fou- r
"wet." The
League has
been active in all.
e

.

Anti-Saloo-

-

;

-

A

VI.

CAUL UK!
EQUAL SUFFRAGE
Writes Strong Letter to
tional Woman's
League

Na-

n

Color Lrne In Kentucky.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 2. A campaign
against alleged negro domination in
Louisville, "The Gateway pf the
South," added excitement and just a
little apprehension of danger to the
municipal election here today. In the
main, however, the voters consider
the speeches on the race question
were made for political effect by Mayor James F. Grinstad, Republican candidate to succeed himself. The Democratic candidate is W. O. Head.
Exciting Contest in San Francisco.
San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 2. 'Voting
in this city was heavy early today.
The chief interest is centered in the
fight between Francis 3. Heney, Dem-

rapidly.
New Orleans, Nov. 2. The closing
session today of the Deep Waterways 'COMMERCIALISM DOMINATES
Convention was marked by enthusias- j
REVIVALISTS SAYS MINISTER.
tic expressions of faith in the attainment of the "fourteen feet through the
Denver, Colo., Nov. 2 "Commer-- I
'"
valley."
clalism has so. taken possession
of
that not one of the tribe
evangelists
SMALL POX YIELDS TO
I
may ever cackle from my pulpit, and
GENERAL VACCINATION. if by
any chance one should be called
Nov.
2. Smallpox to inaugurate and carry on a revival
Washington,
cases numbering 24,650 in the- United at Broadway Christian church I shall
States during the fiscal year ending go out."
So asserted the Rev. B. B. Tyler,
July 1, last, were reported by the
health service today. This is a de- pastor of the aforementioned church, ocrat, and Charles M. Fickert, Repubcrease of 7,600 from the preceding in his address on "Revivals and Reviv- lican, for the district attorneyship.
year. The decrease is due to the alists," delivered before the Ministermore general practice of, vaccination. ial Alliance.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
,

.
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New York, Nov. 2. Before the polls
opened today, it is conservatively estimated, nearly a million dollars were
wagered on the result of the municipal election, at the Hoffman House,
where betting was in progress all
night, principally among politicians,
bookmakers and sporting menyIt was
said that the amount of jyfigers was
almost equal to the bets' recorded in
the year of the Prefaential election.

New York, Nov. 2. The lure of the
footlights and its attendant remuneration, have induced Jim Jeffries to
change his mind about retiring to the
Califronia mountains for nine months
hard training for the fight with Johnson, and his manager, Sam Berger, announces he will tour the country to
meet all comers. Since signing the ar
tides last week, Koffrath has received
offers of many thousands of dollars for
six round bouts at Philadelphia and
Pittsburg. It is said that Jeffries will
organize his own troupe, the principal
part of which is to be an athletic show
in which he will offer each night to
fight any two men who wish to meet
him singly. The show probably will
be started after bids for the fight are
opened iu this city.

Washington, Nov. 2. The district
court of appeals today affirmed the decree of the supreme court of the District of Columbia adjudging President
Samuel (iempers.
Secretary Frank
Morrison and Vice President John
Mucin 11 of the American Federal ion
of Labor guilty of contempt of court
it) the Bucks Stove and Range case.
Chief Justice Shoppard dissented from
the opinion on constitutional grounds.
The sentence of .the supreme court
now affirmed was that Gompers, Morrison, and Mitchell serve twelve, nine
and six months imprisonment in jail,
respectively, for refusing to obey the
order of the court to desist from
placing the Buck Stove and Range
Company of St. Louis on the "unfair
list." Neither labor leaders or counsel were present when the decision
was rendered. This morning it was
WASHINGTON SOCIETY
known however, that an attempt will
LEADER AS AERONAUT.
be made to appeal the case to the
Mrs. Van Deman Will Buy an Aero- supreme court of the United States,
and no action will be taken towards
plane and Will Navigate it Herself the arrest of men until this
.point has
Pupil of Wilbur Wright.
been settled.
Washington. Nov. 2. Mrs. R. H.
Van Deman, wife of a United States
army captain, and the first, woman
to ride in an aeroplane in America,
will be also the first to take up
as a sport. She has announced that she intends purchasing a,n
areoplane. Wilbur Wright has promised to instruct her in its operation,
and she will be the first woman airship coptain in the world.
. During
the day following her recent
flight with Wilbur Wright it was learned that on the voyage throgh the air
Wright had surrended the devers to
his fair passenger, and a -- part of the
ride was taken with the destiny of
the craft controlled by the slim but
muscular hands of the Washington
society leader.
Mrs. Van Deman, who is known in
army circles as "Lady Jack," is a
noted horsewoman. Her parents were
wealthy Californians, and her early
life was spent on a ranch, where the
employes gave her the name "Jack"
because she was found of strenuous
outdoor exercise. As she grew, the
name became "Lady Jack," which is
still used by her intimate friends.
"I shall buy an aeroplane,' said Mrs.
Van Deman. "Mr. Wright will teach
me how to operate it, and then I shall
fly, fly, fly. Oh. there is nothing so satisfying as flying."

DRAGGED HUSBAND FROM
SALOON TO SHOOT HIM.
Man Had Been Drinking Heavily and
Was in Stupor From Whisky

aero-planin-

When Wife Shot Him.

Silverton, Colo., Nov. 2. Inflamed
with jealousy over attentions which
her husband is alleged to have made
to other women, Mrs. Harry Ousley
a beautiful young matron of twenty
summers, after dragging her husband
out of ix saloon, took him to their
i'lcrae, ami shot him through the nearr
ith a .revolver,-The bullet struck
the man in the' chin and passed
through to the back of the neck. Although for a time it was feared that
the wound weuld prove fatal, doctors
finally decided that the injured man
would recover.
Ousley is a gambler, about 35 years
of age, and came here with his wife
from Telluride about two months
ago.
Business paying poorly, the couple decided to remove to Salt Lake City,
and the wife left Wednesday, Ousley
intending to follow as soon as she
had secured rooms. As soon as she
left word was sent to her at Fruita
hat her husband was drinking heavily. She tcok the next train back and
arrived here today.
After finding her husband in a saloon the woman secured assistance,
and had him carried to their home.
She waited until her helpers had left,
and then, with the man lying in a
s
condition on the bed,
took a revolver from the dresser and
fired.
Only the prompt interference
of neighbors, who rushed to the scene
immediately upon hearing the shot,
prevented the woman from shooting
herself. She was taken in charge by
the police, and while not placed in
jail has been kept in close surveillance by the officers.
'

i

DOCTOR'S ASHES THROWN
INTO MISSOURI RIVER.

Kansas City,

Mo., Nov. 2. In
with his rivinar rennest. the
ashes of Dr. E. H. Osborne, who died
here last week, were thrown into the
Missouri river from the Hannibal rail-.-;
read bridge Sunday. Dr. T. D. Miller
with a brief quotation from "Thana-- j
topsis," consigned the dust to the
swirling waters in the presence of 50
fiiends of the late physician.
CHARGES FILED AGAINST
Dr. Osborne came here from New
WASHINGTON OFFICIAL.
York several years ago. His request
tuat all who attend his strange funeral be given a drink was not com- of Washington, Nov. 2. The removal
Richard Campbell, chief of the diviplied with, as the Sunday liquor law sion of
naturalization of the departhere forbids it.
ment of. commerce and labor is the
avowed object of charges involving
PROMINENT POLITICIAN
"certain conduct'' of Mr. .Campbell
FOUND GUILTY. which were filed with
Secretary Nagel
by Dr. Justice S. Kirreh, of New
San Francisco, Nov. 2. Dr. C. W. York.
Copies of the charge, wees
Dwinnelle, a prominent business man sent to the White House and the
of Northern California, and a Repub- state department.
lican presidential elector at the last
election, was found guilty last night NEW JERSEY MAN
of making fraudulent entry of timKILLED IN DENVER.
ber lands by a jury in the federal
Denver, Colo., Nov. 2. After lying
court. John Gilpin, jointly charged for two
condays in a
with Dr. Dwinnelle, was also convict- dition in the county
rethe
hospital,
ed but Rex F. Dexter the third de- sult of having beijii run
down by a
fendant was found not guilty. Dr. motor car at Fifteenth
and Curtis
Dwinnelle and Gilpin will be sentenc- streets, John F.
Colton, a resident of
attored Wednesday morning when
Newark, N. J., died. The motor car
neys for the defendants assert an ap- was driven by William Dollison, a spepeal will be taken.
cial officer in the office of the district
attorney. Colton had no relatives in
LIABLE TO SENTENCE
Denver. He came here several months
OF 240 YEARS. ago for his health.
semi-conscio-

SENATOR

ROOT

WITH

Declares It Would Be Death
Blow to Domestic Life and
Happiness.
New York, Nov. 2. Cardinal Gib-- :
bons does not approve of woman's suf-- ,
ferage, neither does Senator Elihu
Root. Bo,th say so in letters to the
National League for the Civic Education of Women and
organization, which met here today.
The aged Catholic prelate says in his
letter: "I beg to assure you that I
most heartily sympathize
with the
aims of your league and I approve
most strongly the stand it has taken
In opposition to woman's
suffrage,
which if realized would be a death
blow to domestic life and happiness."

Pittsburg, Nov. 2. A federal jury THOUSANDS OF TRAINMEN
the trial of David J. Richardson,
NEEDED BY RAILROADS.
former cashier of the now defunct
Cleveland
,0., Nov. 2. Increase In
Cosmopolitan National bank, late yes-- j
railroad
freight business through the
Urduy brought in a verdict of guilty
demand for grain cars and men to
on twenty-fou- r
of the twenty-sicounts in the indictment. Richardson handle them has caused a dearth of
was charged with misapplication of( trainmen. Reports given out at the
l.ank funds, making false reports to office of President Lee of the Brotherthe comptroller of currency and male-ir- hood of Railroad Trainmen indicate
false entries in the bank books. that thousands more of brakemen and
Ten years on each of the twenty-fou- r
switchmen are needed than can be sup- counts is the maximum sentence.
J..Ui
:.'.
In

j

x
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have pains in the bac'.:,
Un.,ary, Bladder or Kidney trouble,
and want a certain, pleasant herb relief from Women's ills, try Mother
It is a
Gray s "AUSTRALIAN-LEAF.- "
sat. reliable regulator, and relieves
ail Female Weaknesses, including inflammation and ulcerations. Mother
is sold" by DruGray's Australian-Lea- f
ggist or sent by mail for RO cts.
Address, The
Samples sent FREE.
Mother Gray Co., Le Ro? N. Y.

A BALLADE OF DELIGHT.
hiaziup: fire of anthracite.
A book, a friend, a silass to cheer,
An easy chair, a wintry uisht,

1.60

crimson-shade-

chandelier,

d

pair of velvet slippers near,
A cot with pillows soft and white,
A message we h:ne longed to hear:
These are the things which most delight.
A

Bobolink

$3.10'

it

50"

1.55

thi" Manzano mountains to
which will give him direct

summer day, when skies are bright,
A hazy time, when far and near
The mocking bird with all his might
Sings mimic songs we joy to hear;
A brook that ripples
toward the
mere;
The oaks, which wave upon the height
Their massive arms, like giant's

A

TTT

'

W

tif.Vftts

flasli

ulVG

rsgistor
with all cash pnrcnases.

spear:

These are the things which most

Winter Grocery Co.
y

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

a fancy bright,
A Keats or Shelley lying near;
A dream of one whose soul is white
And dwells in holy atmosphere;
An inspiration calm and clear,
That leads the soul to greater height;
These are the things to poets dear:
These are the things which most delight.

A pleasing thought,

No. 40

awBagaamMB

CALL AfiD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

i

8

Princess, whose presence lends nie
cheer.
And for whose gentle sake I write
concentered
The humble thoughts

here:

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-

j

Established 1856.

These are the things which most delight.
Willis Leonard Clanahan, in Novem
ber Smart Set.

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

3ELi.fl

I

Goods.

C.

opiL

Ap-pe-

l,

Undertaker and Embalmer

FUNERALS SSSflSi
T

Em-bud-

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

BROS. COM

ran.

Your Boy Vill Need a Good School Suit

Estancia,

WE HAVE THEM

communi-caiio-

with his new lumber yard in
tilt- - city.
Elected Teacher Margaret Gusdorf
has lieeu elected a teacher in the
puMic schools to succeed J. F. ChamMr. Chambers has
bers, resigned.
accepted a position in the Indian servin
ice on the Apache reservation
Arizona.
Chosen Moderator Rev. John R.
Gass, D. D., of Albuquerque, was
chosen moderator of the Presbyterian
Synod of New Mexico and Arizona now
is session at Phoenix, Ariz. Rev, Alexander Black of Fort - Defiance, Ariz.,
was chosen temporary clerk.
Weddings in Meadow City On the
5th of November, Jacobo Lopez andj
Lugardita Maes will be married at a
Liemlie, near Las Vegas. Saturday,
Evaristo Martinez and Miss Emilia
Ortega were married at Las Vegas by
Rev. A. Rabeyrolle.
Troopers on Long Hike The troops
from Fort Wingate who were at the
Albuquerque fair, have arrived at Fort
Wingate after an eleven days' overland trip. After their arrival, Troop
H left for Fort Apache, Ariz., where
it will be stationed.
Prehistoric Frog Gets a Divorce
Carrie A. Poole was given a divorce
yesterday at Albuquerque by Judge Ira
A. Abbott, from Roy A. Poole, on the
ground of abandonment. Poole traveled with a circus and was featured as
the "Prehistoric Frog."
Telegraph Operator Insane From
Overwork J. Emerson Flippin, sent
to the territorial insane asylum at Las
Vegas from Albuquerque, was yesterday taken to Oklahoma by relatives.
Filippin was a telegraph operator and
became insane from overwork.
Prisoner Did Not Get Away "Sheriff Dufur, who left Aztec the first of
last week for Gallup to bring home
Otto Thurston, who is under bond to
appear before the district court in November, arrived in Aztec with the prisHe reoner late Saturday evening.
ports having had considerable trouble
with his prisoner in crossing the reservation south of Farmington. On Thursday night at midnight the prisoner
complained of sick stomach and cramping and asked permission to retire
from the room where he was being
guarded. Permission was granted and
the two, prisoner and officer, walked
out together, Thurston in the lead.
Turning the corner of a corral, young
Thurston's cramps suddenly seized
him in such a way as to carry him rapidly out of sight of Sheriff Dufur, making his getaway in the darkness. By
the aid of several Navajo guides who
knew the country, the escaped prisoner was recaptured next day at 1
o'clock and placed in irons for the bal-- '
ance of the time required in crossing
the reservation." San Juan Democrat.

Death of First Settler J. E. Horn,
one of the first settlers of Grady died
hist week at Caddo, Okla.
Death of Infant The infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Rivera died
at Las Vegas on Saturday night.
Indian Wedding Taos had an Indian wedding last week when Pedro
MANUFACTURER
Lujan and Miss Lucero were married.
Fruit Nursery at Clovis George
JEWELER
an expert forester, will start a forest and fruit tree nursery near Clovis,
Curry county.
Death of Infant The infant daughter of Air. and Mrs. Demosthenes
Martinez died at Taos a few days ago.
Died of Pneumonia
Mrs. Agapita
M. de Manzanares died of pneumonia
on Saturday afternoon at the age of 85
years.
Justin H. McBig Sheep Shipment
Carthy has rounded up 15,000 head of
J. D. MULLIGAN
sheep in Taos and is shipping them
from Servilleta.
Candidates for Asylum Ralph Vigil cf Ranchos de Taos, and Gabriel
Ortega of Costilla, Taos county, are
RKSI PEXCR
RED 130
BED 188
at Taos to be taken to the asylum at
NIGHT PHONE
Las Vegas.
DONE.
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND- SATISFACTORILY
Plenty of Water in Rio Grande Old
timers say that there is more water
323
going down the Rio Grande at
than at any time at this season
since 1863.
Granted a Divorce Mrs. Emerson
&
Atkins has been granted a divorce
from her husband at Los Angeles,
Mr. Atkins at one time
California.
Every Description of work in our line done to order
lived at Las Vegas.
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Marriage License Granted At Las
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Vegas, yesterday, a marriage license
Send for prices for tanning and lining j
was granted to Miss Beatrice Trujillo,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
furs and hides for rugs and robes
aged 16 of San Miguel, and Nazario
L
X.a T1VE BROMO Quinine Tablet
Take
Sena, aged 25, of Pueblo.
refund money if it failsto cure
Druggists
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
Footbad Still at Large at Las Vegas K, W GKUVK'S signature is on each
436 Canon Road
25c.
box.
F- GORMLEY
MGe?cnhe;andi.e
Miss Helen Papen was followed by a
Phono Black 19 FRANK
SANTA FE. N. M.
footpad at Las Vegas on Saturday
WKHBSKS
night, but was frightened away by the
screams of Miss Papen.
Sunday School Rally at Albuquerque
At Albuquerque on next Sunday
WHOLESALE
About a
all of the Sunday schools of
evening
RETAIL
the county will meet in a ralley at the
w oman living in
First Methodist church.
ttd property iriigs to
get into a houte of her own
Princess Bonnie at Las Vegas Thf
There are hundreds of things
she would like to do to make her
Princess Bonnie will be sung by an
c wn
Screened Raton Lump.
$4.59 per Ten
home more confortable,
Duncan
amateur
aggregation at the
attractive and pleasant Nearly
Screened Mocero Lump,
$5.25 p.ir Ten
an is a money saver
won
every
opera house at Las Vegas on Thursand she will help sou wonderfully
S6.S0 per Ton
Screened Cerrilios Lump,
of
this week.
to pay for a home,
day evening
Women Fractures Arm Mrs. R.
Anthrccite Coal all Sizes. Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Studebaker yesterday afternoon fell in
the R. J. Haupert jewelry store at
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPSTAL
COAL
YARD
Do
Near A., T. & S. Ir. Depot
Las Vesas and broke her right arm between the elbow and the wrist.
We will sell you a very desirDied Soon After Arrival at Las Veable home on payments which
rent money will make
jour
gas Aden L. Torrey, aged 32 years,
I'on't wait. ijegiu now paying
for your home.
who came to Las Vegas four days ago
EXCHANGE BOARDING
LET U8 EXPIAIN OUR
from Powersville, Mo., with, his wife,
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MOLAUNDRY
:
:
HOUSE
three children and his father, died on
NEY.
WORK
S. E. CorLer, Piaza.
Sunday evening.
,
GEO. M. KINSELL
Meals i5c. Board by week $6.00
Papers Consolidate The Grady Ga294 San Francisco St.- Sand Your laundry to the
zette and the Grady Record have conMrs. Willey, Prop.
solidated under the name of The
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Grady Record and Gazette. The paper
at Albuquerque.
will be Republican and F. C. Xewing
& SON
D. M.
Basket leaves Tuesday,
is the editor and proprietor.
Returns Friday.
to Manzanos
Line
Telephone
Builders and Contractors I
GENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr Eugenio Romero of Las Vegas, who is
&
PLANS & ESTIMATES
erecting buildings for a lumber yard
Barber Shop;
on Hickox street, near the New Mexon short notice
Furnished
NoT
146"
P. O. BROWN,
Red
Phone No 122 ico Central tracks, is building a teleTelephone
phone line from his lumber camp in CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Rtd

C

Incorporated 1903

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
PRICES
FROM

$4.00

$6.00

"EV ERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shoes-fo- r
the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

i

L'EXVOI.
i

Is Eelitf For Woman.

f you

A

A

100 "

DP.

$3.20

50 "

I

BOUND

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1909.

o

PO Box

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

TRY OUR

IN THE

CITY.

lea
A!so Good lot Chickens
Ground Alfalfa

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College
--

Santa Fe, New Mexico

"bSJE0

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
fiOIirSfR

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAYrSTUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

.

OUR GUARANTEE

Ask lour Wife

We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can bf heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put In the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
S.iturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee Is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.
1.

mz

Telephone 85

Rent Money
Will

FIRST CLASS

OR

HOOVER

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

MILK

Agent.

one-thir-

Phone

Phone

No 14

No 14

HARDWARE CO.
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Ptep&tzd
Only at
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H
an
Lips
happed
K7S-PHRMACY
218
PHONE
A
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TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER 2, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA EE, N. M.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 15:13
a in.
'l'niin arrives from the north at

SENATOR NEWLANDS
OUTLINES PROPAGANDA.

GOOD NEWS.

4

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.

In

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:43.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:23.
Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:23 to connect
with N'os. 10 an J 2 from the south and
west, and Xo. u from the east at Lamy
Junction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
i from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. w.

"Good news travels fast." anl the
thousands of bad back sufferers in j
Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
Reno, NVv. Nov. 2. Senator
relief is within their reach. Many a
has addressed a letter to the
lame, weak and aching back is bad no Senators from the arid and semi-arimore, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. states, calling their attention to the
Our citizens are telling the good news waterways movement for the developof their experience with the Old ment of navigation, which is to be
Quaker Remedy, Here is an example emphasized by tiie presence of the.
n... ;j .
worth reading:
riesuiein
at uie
way conLocario Lopez, A sua Fria street. vention at New Orleans, October 20th
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have had and lo the importance of the Senators
no severe return of kidney trouble and Representatives from the arid and
stales conferring together in
since using Doan's Kidney Pills sev- semi-arieral years agp. Now and then I have the interest of their region.
Me calls attention to the
noticed a slight attack of backache,
importance
but at such times Doan's Kidney Pills of comprehensive plans that will cov-- j
have given quick and positive relief. er contemporaneous
development of
Fer a long time I was made miserable rhe rivers in every section of the conn-by spells of kidney complaint and my try. and particularly in the arid re-- !
gion, where the storage flood waters'
back often so lame and painful that
could scarcely do anything. I did not can be made useful both for irrigasleep well and no matter whether I tion and navigation in the maintenwere lying down or standing up, the ances of a .steadier stream flow.
This movement contemplates a controuble was in evidence. The kidney
ference
of Senators and Representaand
me
both
secretions annoyed
day
tives from about 15 states west of
in
their
passage
by
irregularity
night
and there was a heavy sediment in the Missouri at the beginning of the
them. After several remedies 1 tried next session of Congress, with a view
had failed to help me, I procured to making the arid region a factor in
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Bur- waterway development.
He urges the creation of a water-- '
rows & Co.'s drug store and they lived
fund of $50,000,000 annually and
way
them.
to
made
for
all
claims
the
up
shows that of this amount the headhave never hesitated to say a good
waters of the navigable rivers in the
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when the arid
region should receive about $5,opportunity has occurred."
000,000 annually which, in addition to
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the reclamation
fund will take care
cents.
Co., Buffalo, of unfinished as
well as contemplated,
New York, sole agents for the United
irrigation projects.
States.
My Dear Senator:
Doan's
and
name
Remember the
The waterway question will come
take no other.
up for action during the next session,'
and
venture to make a few sugges-- !
lions as to the course to be pursued!
Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No. by the Senators from the arid and
states in the interest of!
Sill.
their
region.
Department of the Interior,
The Western Strength.
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
In
the
first place we have from
1909.
October 27.
of the!
Notice is hereby given that Manuel these states nearly
entire
we
and
have
Senate,
the
power.
Martinez y Lujan, of Cowspriugs, N.
if we act unitedly to so shape, action
M
who, on October 11, 1904, made as
to
Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No. whilst benefit the region we represent,
aiding in the great movement
for
southwest quarter, (SV
8111,
for a scientific and businesslike quesSection 3. Township 14 N., Range 11 tion which
is now so much discused
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice in the
Mississippi
valley and on the
of intention to make final five year Atlantic coast.
land
to
the
proof, to establish claim
In the second place we have been
above described .before the Register trained by actual
experience in irrior Receiver, IT. S. Land Office, at San- gation
to take hold of the
legislation
ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of business side of this question which
December, 1909.
involves such an expert and business
Claimant names as witnesses:
organization of the waterways service
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, .lose as will insure comprehensive plans,
Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
wise selection of projects that will
New Mexico.
dovetail into each other as parts of a
MANUEL R. OTERO,
comprehensive whole, the union and
of the scientific services
Register.
of the government related to water in
Fall colds are quickly cured
by sucli a manner as to unite their expeFoley's Honey and Tar, the great rience and knowledge in some effectthroat and lung remedy. The genu ive way; an ample fund that will inine contains no harmful drugs. Sold sure continuous work; and such cooperation of the nation with states,
by all druggists.
corporations and individuals as will
The New Mexican can uo printing insure the full exercise of all their
and the enforcement of all
equal to that done in any of the large powers
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of their respective rights in the developour rivers and source streams
work we turn out. Try our stock once ment of
not only for navigation, but for every
We
come
and you will certainly
again.
incidental and
use to which
have all the facilities for turning out civilization can auxiliary
such as the
them,
put
of
one
every class of work, including
irrigation of arid lands, the drainage
the best binderies in the west.
of swamp lands, the conservation of
forests, the prevention of soil waste
To quickly check a cold, druggists and the
development of water power.
are dispensing everywhere a clever
We shaped the reclamation act on
Candy Cold Cure Tablet, called Pre- these lines, and I think it is safe to
ventics Preventics are also fine for say that it was the first piece of confeverish children. Take Preventics at structive legislation in the history of
the sneeze stage, to head off all colds the country that was free from the
Co. evils of the
Box of 48 25c.
spoils system, such as has
prevailed for year in legislation relating to rivers and harbors and pubd

.

r

d
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial 03504.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
IT. S. I.and Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, 1904, made Home
stead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,'
NW
and E
NE
for W
17 N, Range
Section 21, Township
1 2 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the KSth day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-otiiMartinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2

2

Cre-senci-

o

Register.
ROSWELL.
Automobile
made
wirn
Connection
line at Torrance for Roswell dally
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard
manager. Automobile Line.
TO

AND

FROM

THE CHIEF SUPPORT

I

1

'

-

Foster-Milbur- n

j

1

semi-ari-

d

I

one-thir-

d

),

Cow-spring-

jjr
extensive business are,
inequality of the Lumber we
sell, and the reasonable prices
we ak for it. We have built up
our trade on honest lines, to
which we are still adhering, and
we guarantee eery foot of
of our

Limber we sell to be just as

piece of it
represented
Eery
a d
seasoned
is thoroughly
five from all imperfections.
Oar prices are satisfactory

Charles W. Dudrow

Stripling-Burrow-

s

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare, young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
(Tvil and Electrical ; Engineering and in Household Eco
nomies. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography,' and a four year preparatory
course.

Expenses are low and "there are many opportunities

for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

ROS

AUTOMOBILE
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DJO CALIEJ1TE IjOT SPRINGS.

1

Bar-anc-

o

d

Proorfetor.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

foonty

VISIT TO HUBBELL'S
INDIAN TRADING POST.
(Taos Valley News.)
Overland many dusty miles the tired
ponies are urged, long after night fall
into the very heart of Navajo land;
camp fire in front of the hagans come
into view and are left far behind while
the chilled traveler strains his eyes
looking into the darkness ahead for
the light of the trading post, a last
dash down a sandy hill into the bed of
the river and on the opposite shore the
looms against the
huge warehouse
star-li- t
sky and welcoming lights shin'e
from the store and dwelling windows,
s
such is the usual approach to
Trading Post. This seems at
first glance a far cry from the Taos
Art Colony news to which this column
is devoted, but once inside the wide
door of the trading post and the
hearty greeting of the trader ended,
one stands in front of the broad fire
place and gazes about .at many paint
ings in familiar styles; and then
again in the large living room, in fact
in every room one is privileged to
enter, the walls are covered; no need
to be told that the Indians ridins like
mad across the dusty prairie before a
rising storm in a Sauerwein or that
the charming head of a pretty squaw
in redblanket against a background of
green is a Burbank or that the hundred
and more neatly framed beautiful
drawings in red chalk of Indians from
every tribe are by the same artist.
There is a fine head by Sharp, another and still another, all his best
work, and one of his little gems on a
panel painted a year ago in Taos. "The
Painter of Sky," that wizard of color,
light and atmosphere, Groll, is represented, and so is Phillips. Charming
bits by Lewis Aiken, splendid sunshine and color in both water color
and oil by the Wachtels who were expected in Taos this year and whom we
hope will join our colony. "The Snake
Dance at Walpi" by Norton, fine bits
by Judy and a splendid little painting
of a Pueblo interior with figure by
Lungren. Scattered among the paint
ings are numerous examples of the art
of our
who by temperaand actual work
ment, association
among us are members of the Art Colony. I refer to those artists photographers so well known in the art
world, E. S. Curtis, Kare Moon and
s
H. F. Robinson; their beautiful
add greatly to Mr. Hubbell's
splendid collection and not strange to
say, the most beautiful are Indian
types and scenes from Taos. This
finding of a collection of their works
gathered together in a strange and on'.:
of the way place of the world suggests
the thought that the time is now at
hand for this little band of painters
to so organize that they can hold exhibitions of their works in the Art
Colony where their various interpretations of the spirit and beauty of the
southwest can make a presentation as
a whole which may be of value to
American Art.
Hub-bell'-

lic buildings.
The Battle Ground.
Our immediate interest attaches
only to the rivers whose waters ultimately flow into the gulf or the Pacific ocean; but the region controlled
by these waterways includes
of the entire area of the coun
try. All the Pacific coast rivers have
their sources in the mountain region
of the west; and the large tributaries
of the Mississippi namely, the Missou
ri (including its tributaries),
the
Platte, the Arkansas and the Red
have their sources in the Rocky nioun
tain region.
Irrigating of arid lands is one of
the great uses to which these waters
of the Pacific
and Rocky moun
tain region are applied. The reclama
tion fund is not sufficient to push the
reclamation works with the speed that
is desired, and it is important that in
the formation of the new waterway
fund the storage of water upon the
irrigation of arid lands adjacent to
the rivers in the arid and semi-ariregions, which are tributary to navigable streams, should be entered upon
as an essential part of the development of these streams for purposes
of navigation; and that the work upon
these headwaters should be prosecuted contemporaneously with the work
upon the navigable rivers themselves.
In this way we could supplement
the present irrigation fund by a share
in the contemplated waterway fund,
and could claim the part in the waterway expediture which fairly belongs
to our region.
If we should organize the movement
in a big way, with full power to the
president to organize the inland waterway service on the lines of
above suggested, and
creating a fund of $50,000,000 annuA pain prescription is printed upon
ally for that purpose, it might be ap25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
foleach
as
for
the
time
portioned
being
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
lows:
if this formula is not complete. Head
Proposed Division.
One-fiftfor the Atlantic water pains, womanly pains, pains anywhere
ways, Including the coastal canals nec- wet fnstant relief from a Pink Pain
Co.
essary to connect the bays and sounds. Tablet. Stripling-Burrow- s
two-thir-

1

j

Letter to Congressional Representatives of West He Urges Concerted Action.

deep-wate-

for the rivers on the gulf-anthe inland coastal waterway from
'he Mississippi river along the gulf
New Mexico Military Institute'
j
and across Florida to the Atlantic.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
;:
j
tenth for the great lakes.
"Thi
Wtit Point of the Southwest."
'
sifi
for the main Mississippi!
t,"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
river, including a connecting canal
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
with the great lakes.
"A."
for the easier ntributaries
MIL
of the Mississippi.
Through Academic course, preparing young
for the western tributa
men for college or for business! life. Ureal
t
ries of tiie Mississippi.
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
for the headwaters j
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
tri-j
and source streams of the western
o the beautiful
'
Pecos Valley the garden
- ' T
butanes of the Mississippi river in the
of
West
the
at an e'evalioc of 3.700
spot
arid and senu-ariregion.
fept above sea level, sunshine every day, but
for the Paeifi
lute rain or snow during ssiou.
ers.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradufor the headwaters
an.l source streams of thp Pacific
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
coast rivers in the arid and semi-aribuildings, throughly furnished, heatjd. lighted
;
region.
and modern lr all respects.
4
.
Tinier this plan the arid and semi-REGENTS E. A. Catioou, .President; W
art dregion would receive about $.",- - j
O, namlltou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
OuO.OnO
annually from the waterway
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
fund for the storage and control of its j
A
i
.iaw-,Fllyan
waters, above the amount now avail-- j
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
able from the reclamation fund. The;
address.
states in the great basin, I'tah and Ne- B Ih ra.miVJmmfi
Minium
COL. IAS. W. WILLSOK,
vada, would not btt the beneficiaries El
of the waterway
fund, for their
Superintendent.
streams are not the sources of tribu-taries of navigable rivers, but. they
would be enabled probably to get a
greater proportion of the reclamation
'
fund than at present.
j
Asks Discussion.
TItese views were presented some-- i
what at length in my speech at a banThese celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
quet at Caspar, Wyoming, upon the
occasion of the recent visit of the Sen-- j located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
ate committee on irrigation to that lo-- Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west has been thoroughly tested by the
cality. I would be greatly obliged to of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis. Rheuyou if you would read it and then
from
miles
about
twelve
and
Fe,
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright !
write me your views and suggestions
on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Station,
If
the
it.
well
of
think
ycu
regarding
matter we c;in, early in the next ses- Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
sion, bring together the Senators and daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comof these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathRepresentatives from the arid and The temperture
122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
semi-ariregion for conference, just from 90 to
as we did in 1901 regarding the irri carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
gation question. We can then, after j very dry and delightful
This resort is attraca full expression of views, appoint a year round. There is now a commod- upon request.
to for mand report' to j ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
the full conference a plan of legisla-- j valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
tion; and wecan thus not only greatly from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
benefit our own region, but be a po- contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo. Caliente at 5 p. m., the
tential factor in the great and patriot- ""hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
ic work of organizing the water transof alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
portation of the country.
Hoping that I may hear from you
at an early date. I am
N JH
Ojo CiliBnte. Taos,
Very sincerely yours,
FRANCIS G. NEWLANDS.
due-tent- h

New-land- s

(i. in.
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Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Farts of the

V

Vorld.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. 0. BARNES. Aaent.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Gaspar Avenne

CHAS. CLOSSOPJ

OUR MOTTO: To have

the Best of Everything In Our Line

A. F. SPlBGELBEfiG,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

photo-picture-

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Olher Gams.

527 San Franclsoo St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

--

Service

U. 8. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE,
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savin
Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengera over 30 house between

Agents for the Buick, Pop Toledo, these
points over any other route
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chauf
Santa Fe and all points In the
feurs in charge of every car. Seats
Valley and western New
reserver on Auto by applying to
leo.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
50 lba.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Anj
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv- - by notifying Company at Roswell. ,
Es-tanc-

h

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr

fT

ONLY
of the finest

KS

SALE

Embroideries '! White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWnST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

PAGE FOUR.

TITE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

SANTA FE JEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES- Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-TreasureVice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL

25
75
65
7.00

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

$3.75
2.00

l.oo
75

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postcffi: i in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

Santa Fe should have a Young
Men's Christian Association and a Y.
M. C. A. building.
Las Vegas, El
Paso, Albuquerque, Topeka, in fact,
almost every town of any size or consequence has such a structure or expects to have one in the near future.
The women of Topeka are just now
raising $73,000 for that'. purpose;-- El
Paso has raised almost a quarter million dollars and the Santa Fe system
has appropriated $20,000-fo- r
a Y. M.
C. A. building at every one of its division points, thus acknowledging the
value of such activity. Santa Fe has
no place outside of the National
Guard Armory where young men can
congregate evenings and engage in
friendly sport and games. The at-- !
tendance in the armory, is confined to'
those young men who are members of
the National Guard. Santa Fe being an
official center with many transient res
idents needs some other places besides
saloons where young men and old can
come together evenings for social intercourse. It should have a Chamber
of Commerce building open all the
time and a Y. M. C. A. building with
gymnasium, bath and game facilities.
It is true, it takes leadership and
money to bring about the improvement
indicated, but the New Mexican is convinced that Santa Pe has the public
spirit to fall in line with other towns
such as Las Vegas, is the proper ef.
fort is made .

IRRIGATION

UNPOSSIBILITIES
LIMITED.
Because a stream has a flow of a
hundred second feet only, it. does nut
follow as a natural consequence that
only a hundred second feet of water
are available for irrigation. The one
hundred second feet may be used over
and over again where seepage has
been established, or the one hundred
second feet at the head of the stream
may not be the same hundred second
feet flowing in the middle course or at
the mouth of the river. The reclamation service certainly knows this to be
a fact, especially along such rivers as
the Rio Grande. The position, that
a reservoir is being built by the
government on the Rio Grande, near
El Paso, that the waters of its tributaries in Taos should not be used for
additional irrigation, is untenable and
absurd and the reclamation
service
would do well to retreat from that position. Says the Pueblo Chieftain of
irrigation in the Arkansas valley, Colo-
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PALED, President.

H. VAUGHil,
B. READ,

Caster.

Assistant Cashier.
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E. C. ABBOTT,

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1G70
Capital Stock,
$150,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all mirkets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any mo.iey transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on timz deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
cnlir.itprf.
,
rnjhlic is resnecfullv

HOTEL

of the Best Hotel

one-fourt- h

the West

i

HOTEL

IHE

CORONADO

HOTEL

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful'
attention given io all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
RENEHAN

I

C5woir.
hotel
tstjtii

Watch

1

iiuvea

5

THE ORIGINAL

J.
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S.

CANDELAHIO

CURIO

DAVIES.
t. P. Davles,

&

A. B. Renehan,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Supreme and

Dis-

trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty.
Santa Fa

Catron Block.

Office in

New Mexico

CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
.
.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

4

HOLT

SUTHERLAND,

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practlc

.

the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
in

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
.
Attorney-at-Law-

Practices in the Supreme and

Dis-

trict Courts of the Territory.
-

Socorro

-

-

Office:
New Mexico.

-

WILLIAM McKEAN,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberta,.

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Raton, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado.
Offices1:

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

GEORGE i. BARBER,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nevr Mexico.
CATRON & CATRON,
Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Attorneys and
'

VOVNeY HOWARD,
and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish.
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms 18 and 19,
Laughlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
G.

Attorney

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor

General

and

U.

S.

Land

Offices.

.

Las Cruces

New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

...

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexico
W. A. FLEMING

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Cruces
New Mexiev
Eastern and local bank references.
H. R. PUTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner

d

THE HOTEL NORMAN DIE

.

Attorney-at-Law-

i

tat

New Mexico

OF SANTA FE.

THE

1

.

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe

METHOD OF TAXATION.
Germany expects to collect $30,000,- 000 annually from the socalled "unearned increment" tax on lands. In
that tax, the United States and New
Mexico will some day find the solution of the tax problem.
It is a tax
lands which are
upon unimproved
held awaiting the time when the improvements that progress've men are
making will have increased the value
of the unimproved land without any
effort or enterprise on the part of the
owner. The greater this unearned increment, the greater the tax Is the
rule. In Santa Fe, for instance, an
enterprising, progressive citizen builds
a fine mansion on a lot. His taxes
are immediately increased manifold,
as a penalty for his progressiveness.
It will not add much to the respect
His neighbor, who has been holding a entertained abroad for the United
unfenced lot without States and American institutions, that
pavement and without trees, finds so serious a matter as the election of
that the value of his lot has been a municipal ticket in the largest city of
doubled by the building of the man- the Union is regarded in the
light of
sion, but his taxes are not increased a sporting event by many Americans,
rado:
in proportion under present methods. in the
W'LLIAM VAUGHN PROP,
samp class as a horse race or
"Irrigation in the Arkansas valley Under
the unearned increment tax. a prize fight, on which a million dolsome time ago reached the point
where the appropriation of water from he would have to pay in the publL lars have been wagered. It is probOne
in
to three-fourth- s
treasury,
the streams greatly exceeded the of
ably an answer to the question so
the
unearned increment. That is, often asked: "What is the matter with
Cuisine and
normal summer flow of those streams.
Lflrge Sample
if the value of his lot has increased
Table Service
Room for ComIf there were no means of improve- a
tthe
of American cities?"
government
thousand dollars bv his neighbor's to
Unexcelled
be told that American citizens conment in the use of water it would not
mercial Travelers
progressiveness, he pays $230 to $750, sider an election a
be too much to say that the area of of
gambling event of
that sum to the tax collector. Such no
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
mean importance.
cultivated land in this valley will never a tax is a
inducement to land
be much greater than it is at thy owners to great
their holdings.
improve
President Taft has made himselt
present time.
New Mexico has millions of acres that
as
solid in the South as did President
"Fortunately that is not the case. are being held idly awaiting the beneRoosevelt. Whether that will mean a
in
a
marked
there
fit
of
the
is
change
unearned increment brought f
Already
AMERICAN AND
reak in the Solid ..South beyond that
pioneer conditions and so many ways by other men who are enterprising
EUROPEAN PLA
of saving water and of using it to bet- and are building up the common- which has already taken place in the
border
states
to
be
remains
but
seen,
ter advantage have been discovered weal! h. but strange to say, those unthat it is not possible to set a limit to improved lands escape taxation al- the gracious tributes paid today at
Mississippi, by Taft to Secthe area that may be profitably irri- most altogether, while the most logic- Columbus,
retary of War Dickinson, to Jefferson
al
methed
would
be
to
burden
the
gated.
put
Davis, to General Stenhen Lee and
"The construction of reservoirs for of taxation upon such lands so as to other Confederate heroes is sure to
the purpose of storing the flood waters hasten their exploitation and improve bear fruit of further good will of the
was one of the first methods of sup- ment.
South toward the North, and that afII BT
&t US'
"WSW '
sTnI it A
'Bar
ter all, is more important than any
plementing the summer flow of the
J. E. LACOME
Two years ago, Judge "W. H. Pope paicisan victory.
streams, and even yet in spite of all
that has been done, and in spite of the expressed himself to the writer as
"No forests, no rivers," said Forfact that the present storage of wa- preferring a place on the bench to the
Proprietor
ter in the Arkansas valley is greater governorship or any other office. The ester Pinchot at New Orleans yesterare
New
ever
Mexican
than
believes that Judge day. New Mexico believes the forestbefore, the reservoirs
not yet large enough to take care of Pope still holds the same view and er. It is reconciled to the establishCommodious Sample I(oom
,
all the water that flows in such a sea- would prefer to remain associate jus- ment of naiional forests within its
son as this.
tice of the supreme court to having boundaries to protect its water sheds Long Distance Telephone Station.
"Great progress is also being made any executive, administrative or legis- and preserve its timber, although it
in the matter of a more economical lative office within the gift of the Pres- may object here and there to the foruse of water in irrigation, so that the ident. This statement is made in view est boundaries bein extended to cover
Steam Heated: Electric
FIRST CLASS CAPE
same volume of water suffices for a of the fact that the Albuquerque Morn- purely grazing lands or will persist in
Lighted, Every Room
much larger area than it served a few ing Journal, the Carlsbad Arsrus and asking that fees for grazing be reIN CONNECTION
a Good One,
years ago, and improvement is also other newspapers are speaking very duced to a minimum until they are
being made along the lines of decreas- favorably and kindly of Judge Pope merely nominal.
FRESH THE BTJTTCN M"K DO THE REST.
There is no deing the loss from seepage and irriga- for the governorship.
A Tucumcari item says that certain
nying that Judge Pope would make a
tion.
offenders were not given a jail sent"In this connection it is interesting splendid chief executive; that he is
ence because cf the unsanitary conwell
fitted
exceptionally
temperaby
to note that the actual loss of water
dition of the county jail. A county
in such districts as the Arkansas val- ment, experience and character for
jail has no business to be unsanitary
a
such
be
and
it
would
that
position
ley is much less than is commonly supAMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
to people and party to these enlightened days and it is eviposed. All the water that is brought very agreeable
dent that the board of county comhave
him
Taft
President
appointed.
into the valley must come from the
missioners of Democratic Quay counknows
rainfall, that is to say from the passing ities ofpersonally of the sterling qua! ty has been neglectful of its
duty, if
if
the
latter
and
Judge Pope
Most of the water that leaves
, clouds.
the report is true.
would
is
the
it
really
place,
accept
as
the valley goes out by the clouds
the result of evaporation, some of it very likely that he would be named if
rules throughout the
Prosperity
flows out in the river channel, and a the appointment is suggested to the United States
First Class Kesta-xixart- t
in.
says the government
is
but
it
time
a
short
President,
only
smaller part escapes in under-groun50c
RATES
G.
and
of
bureau
LUPE
consestatistics
and
in
up
BERRERA Prop,
courses. The amount that is actually ago that Judge Pope declined a more quence, a car
OPEN Day & Ni?ht
be
Santa
Pe
New Mexico- may
aniici
shortage
more
a
lucrative
position,
used np that is transformed into or important,
one of national importance and oppor- pated. Now is the time for the rail
materials, is comparatively
ganic
so that he might remain on the roads to order more equipment and
small, and to a considerable extent tunity,
thus help to keep in circulation some
that is used over and over again. Ir- bench. However, the New Mexican is of the huge earnings which
to
prosperity
not
authorized
for
learned
the
speak
rigation does not change the climate of
to them.
brings
is
if
its
and
EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 76c
that
judge
Judge
hope
a region, the scientists say, but it is
AMERICAN PLAN $1,60
is not appointed that the PresiPope
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK
amount
a
fact
that
the
undoubtedly
While New Mexico's ambition is to
of water available for irrigation in dent will make a choice that will meas- have all the rights and
privileges of
such a district as the Arkansas valley ure up as nearly as possible to that the states and that includes
voting for
Arthe
the
Journal
and
suggested
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
by
is much larger than the volume of the
President and Congressmen, it is quite
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fift first-clas- s
water that comes into the district; gus.
a relief to know that the Territory is
from the outside. In other words there
not having an election today although
LADIES DINING ROOM
3 a repeated use of water in irrigaIt is no dcubt due to the influence battles of the ballots are being fought
SANTA Ft, N. M.
tion processes. There is the great of Judge Ira A. Abbott that Albuquer- in many of the states of the Union.
round of evaporation and precipitation que observed the Sunday and saloon
The people of the Estancia valley
from sea to cloud and from cloud to laws. last Sunday as they are obsea, and there is a varied round of served at Santa Fe. It. is true, that cannot complain that opportunity to
short circuiting bv which the local the district judge cannot initiate pros work for wages is not given them this
ss
SS
water supply is used again and again ecutions, still the public blames or winter, for employment has been of- 4
S Jf a
for beneficent purposes.
And some praises the judge for lawlessness or fered them both on the Arroyo Honof the most interesting problems of law observance in the district undei do dam construction and on the Santa
road.
the economical use of Water have to his jurisdiction, and generally, the
do with the variations of these cir- judge finds a way to make his influence felt if he has a mind to do so.
The President's personal acquaint- ,
cuits.
Tn most instances
tliA rlictrirt nHnr. ance among New Mexico men is suffi
.'
"Irrigation in the Arkansas valley is ne, the sheriff and other law nm.
ciently varied and wide to enable him
vfar from its most extensive develop-- wm work with a judge if they know! to pick for chief executive some one it
",1U w"
meinoas 01 his desires and intentions on the
whom he knows personally and in
'
distribution and use there is forcement cf such laws as the Sunday wnom he has confidence.
'
bound to come an expansion of the lr- - closing and saloon
regulation and
rigated area far beyond the apparent
laws and here in Santa
Conditions in Kentucky
continue 4
possibilities of today."
Fe, at least, these laws are well en- more lawless than
have ever been A
they
forced for which credit Is due Judge in New Mexico.
Yet, Kentucky was
Convicts in the Lone Star state are McFie, just as credit is due Judge Ab- one of the first states to be admitted A
after the republic was founded.
being treated as was the custom In bott at Albuquerque.
A
the Middle Ages., They are forced to
A
work in coal mines in which the mud
Football, like other sports, is de , It is not merely a pun that unites
A
and water reaches to their knees. A manding its victims and the old con- - Senator
Beveridge and the liquor A
dispatch says that the task of mining troversy is reopened: "Why is foot-rve- n question as the two important issues
OLD
tons a day which was required ball?" The pcint is made that in row- - that are being
fought out at the polls
f each convict meant superhuman la- - ing and in omer sports accidents oc-- in Indiana
A'
today.
'
'r. It is for conditions of that kind cur too and lives are lost, but it must
Proprietor
some of the old Democrats in he remembered that an accident in
A
Among the many statesmen
who
Mexico are sighing when they re rowing is apt to be purely an acci- - expect
301 303 San Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N, .
W
gubernatorial lightning to
io me Diessmgs oi democratic dent, while a killing In football eon- - strike them nne A w 111
!,,
0
lUbloalkM.
erally has all the elements of murder, be found.
9
,
j

ATTORNEYS AT LAW. -

3

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

'

'

SANTA FE, N. M.

and

Conveyarcer.

LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon ents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
Texico
New Mexico.
R. W. WITTMAN,

T

.:,

"!'
:
Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe, .
New Mexico.
-

.

OSTEOPATHY

fR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic

diseases without drugs or medicines..
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: ! to
12

a. m., and

2

to

5

v.m. 'Phone

156.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New llexlco
Sarta Fe
Office with the New Mexican Print.
Ing Company.
.

Herewith are some bargains, offeree
by the New Mexican Printing com-panCode of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, shee
bound, $1; paper. bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
$6;
the two for $10.
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code," Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff'B Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25- two or more books,
each. Nbw
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Noa.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Comp:!-atioCorporation Laws, 75c. Compil
atlon Mining Lu s, 60c. Money'
Digest of New Mexico Reports, fu)
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
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n
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saved each mouth by the industrious
wager earner or frugal Housewife mans H :alth,
Wealth, Ildppiuess and H)tn Coinfort.
A few dollars

e
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Cashier John H. Vaughn spent yes-- .
at 'Albuquerque.
O. Hopiiernath, a Puehlo traveling
man. is a iniest at tlu Palace.
A. J. Williamson, a Pueblo traveling
man, is tttopphig at the Claire.
Col. W. S. Hopewell of Albuquerque,
has gone east on a business trip.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-foris at Albuquerque
en official
business.
j
Mrs. Jiiffa will nor lie at home to
callers on Wednesday afternoon of
tins week.
.Mrs. Palen and Mrs. Hardinp.e will
not bo home on Wednesdays during
November.
F. F. Richards and L. W. Sleeper,'
are among the traveling men stopping
j
at t he Palace.
S. C. Hall, a hardware
salesman'
the
Load.
Big
from Trinida.l, is in town registered
at. the Claire.
If you have an ordinary heater you are buying the big load of soft coal
A. .1. Green, president of the lCstan-- ;
where the small load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
eia Savibfcs Hank at Estancia, is a
amount of heat in the
Sliest at the Claire.
j
K. S. Eekles, an Albuquerque travel-ins man, is in town selling tobacco. He
is a suest at the Palaee.
The celebrated Hot Blast Down-Draf- t
in the Wilson produces perfect
G. G. Garcia, dry goods salesman
combustion
and
the
from St. Louis, was a noon arrival
burnable fumes which escape in other heaters are
Palace.
at
the
taking quarters
consumed in the Wilson, so that every shovelful of coal in
Santiago Tafoya of Las Vegas, yesthe Wilson' Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
terday came to Santa Fe to enter Saint
the same amount of coal in other heaters.
Michael's College as a student.
C. L. Martin, a traveling man from
No one likes to waste money why throw away 40 per
Dayton, Ohio, is among the commercent on every dollar you spend for fuel.
cial men registered at the. Palace.
Hon. Solomon Luna has returned to
Sana Fe Harflware anfl
his home at Los Lunas from his sheep
ranch near Magdalena, Socorro counSupply Company
ty.
if
mm
r'rar
diftVrJ. A. Gray a Los Angeles commercial man was among today's noon
arrivals. He is registered at the Pal- marriage to George Woodman, a
yggm&BEESSEl
ace.
of Wichita, Kansas.
V. F. Hogan, of Dolores, and Mrs.
"A bum in!' nai-lconsistimr of Dr.
THE BUR SON Hose at
Kate Hogan. of Denver, are among, Rnll
,,,,,,.. nJmnr mi
the sightseers registered at the Pal of Santa
M
Fe, and Dr. H.
Smith,
the price we offer them
ace.
Hal and Ned Kaynolds and D. C. WinR. S. Herbert, packing house repcannot be duplicated
ters cf this .city, composed a party
resentative of Las Vegas, is in on his of duck hunters
who visited the Los
for value in this or aty
weekly visit. He is stooping at the Alamos lakes Saturday, the guests of
Palace.
nim-rod- s
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hand.
The
city,
H. G. Pettigrew, a traveling man
succeeding in bagging about
from Chicago, is visiting the trade 100 birds
finest
time
and report the
today. He is making headquarters at ever,'
Las Vegas Optic.
the Palace.
D. J. Herron, in charge of the Trinidad branch of the Armour Packing
We have bsen pushing this popular advertised
House, is a visitor in town, quartered
at the Palace.
bra id for two years and our confidence is such
WOOL MARKET.
L. Tiger, a commercial man from
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 2. Wool tin
t iat we can conscientiously recommend their.
Rochester, New York, is in town sellmediwestern
and
changed:
Territory
a
line
He
is
shoes.
of
ing
quartered
ums, 2429; fine mediums, 23 20;
at the Palace.
20.
M.
D.
Bond of Washington,
Ira
C, fine, Hf
We Set
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
who spent the past few weeks with.
thej Price
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1. Wheat Dec.
Mends? at Albuquerque has left for
1041-8- ;
103
D.
C.
May
Washington,
Corn Dec. 58
May CO
W. P. Garside, traveling auditor of
Oats Dec. 39
May 41
the El Paso and Southwestern, was
42.
among last evening's, arrivals, taking
Pork Jan. 19.62
May 38.22
quarters at the Palace.
Lard
Nov.
12&12
Jan. 11.42
THK RACKET STORE.
H. E. Hecker and Frank Ivie, assistant U. S. survey examiners, left Ribs Jan. 10.121-2- ; May 10.071-2- .
LIVE STOCK
yesterday on a surveying trip through
Kansas City, Nov. 2. Cattle Rewestern New Mexico.
Miss Elizabeth E. Wooster cf Chi- ceipts 18,000, including 600 southerns.
The most complete lice of
Onr 1iiis!tip5q h .i Hnnhlffl
cago, is a visitor in town inspecting Market steady to ten lower. Native
Goods
and
to
notions
less thin
S.
SO
fancy
steers
$4.
southern
me puDiio scnooi system. She is
30;
sieers
yeirs.
be
in
found
the
must be a cause.
Tbere
cows
southern
$2.50
at
Palace.
$3.404.7o;
the
territory
quartered
Adjutant General R. A. Ford is at 3.S)0; native cows, heifers $2.25 5.25;
the hospital at Fort Bayard, Grant stcckers and feeders $35.25; bulls
county, and is expected to spend the $2.75(ft3.C0; calves $3.50 6.25; western steers $3.80ff 5.50; western cows
winter months there for his health.
Harry C. Hall, forest service man $2.754.40.
Market
Receipts 18,000.
from Antonito, Colo., formerly located 5 Hogs
lower. Bulk sales $7.35ft7.70; heavy
at Santa Fe, is here on official busi
and butchers
packers
ness. He is registered at the Palace. $7.657.S0;
light $7.207.60;
pigs
Mrs. E. W. Sweeney and daughter, '$7.507.75;
6.25
7.25.
who
have been spending the
Helen,
YOUR ATTENTION
past week in Santa Fe left this morning for their home at St. Joseph, Mo.
Vv. L. Burton, hardware salesman
TO OUR DISPLAY OP
of Louisville, Ky., returned last night
CO,
from a trio to Taos and other northern
points. He is registered at the Pal
!

ACCOUNT

ONE ; DOLLAR will start aSAVIXG
With this Bank.

In the giae cf life every collar saved is a point
scoreu.

d

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000

j

DIRECTORS

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK, President.

FRANKLIN

G.

N. B. LAUGHL1N

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst.

Oashle-'-

J.

.

R. H. HANNA

r

MULLER

SET1!"

HARDWARE

UNDERTAKERS

FURNITURE

TJia Dlonn WILSON RANGES
INLAID LINOLEUMS
,
to Buy PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

n

WILSON HE,ATE,R.

1

B. LAMY

FREDERICK

Which are You Paying For?
The
Load or
Little

J

FLICK

G. FRANKLIN

OFFICERS

if

-

ti

con-tiact-

.

Special

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

Nhoi5

5

Ladies

Ladies

Hoe

Hose

i

--

MARKET REPORT

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Assurance

Rational Life

The Colorado

Company

Denver Colorado.

25c. 35c. and 50c.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager for New Mexico.

A. fflt BERGERE,
tanta Fe,

3--

N. M.

Catron

Block

he Valley Hanch
Illustrated. X'ana.plilet and all Information,

F. MILLER, Mgr.

&

ife

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

Fire-Su-

Bonds

rety

INSURANCE
R E A li

E S T A T E

.

Ranch Property)
100 Acres in the Pecos Valley, two Miles From
...

,

.

(Cit

,;

&

: : ; :
Roswell ;
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.

:

:

:

--

Fh.5ie

C- -

X3ed

:

WATSON & COMPANY
Santa

Catron Elcclc

1SS
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CORRICK CARRIAGE

Hack

IT.

gus

St- -

V W

CO.

Lin

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
NOW IS THE TIME
To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do HI
for fall wear.
DTrafr
Wo will charge f
The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PFTONK

203

BLACK

208

WEST PALAOK AVR

ace.
J. H. Herman, the packing house
representative from Wichita, arrived
cn the noon. train coming on one of
his regular visits. He is a guest at
the Palace.
Donaciano
Angel and Crecencio
Anaya of Galisteo, arrived in town
last night, coming to place their sons
in schoQl. They are, guests at the

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats

THE LEADING

,

In Felts, Collars and

GROCERS.

NOVELTIES

THE

Handkerchiefs etc.

Best Flour

Coronado-- '

FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

O

& CO.

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

IE 8

Loans-L-

TOWNSEND

N,

to

Have yon vlsted the VALLKY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLKY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
Streat expense and offer the best of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this jearwas
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closes
October 15th.
Ai e you aware that the grouse)and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLKY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.
J- -

W.

7-- 8

8

Francis C. Wilson, (J. E. Michaels,
Sten Lund and H. A. Hart left this
afternoon for the Canon Pueblo,
southern Santa Fe county, on a two
days' hunting trip.
William T. Griffin and wife of Leavenworth, Kansas, are in the city
guests of Mrs. John Hample at. 227
Agua Fria street Mr. Griffin is a
brother of Mrs. Hample and is here
because of ill health.
Mrs. John Hample, who has been
spending the past three, months in
California with her daughter Clara on
account of the latter's health, returned home yesterday. Miss Hample's
health was greatly improved by the
trip.
Dr. W. H. Harrison who was in
charge of the cases of trachoma at
the TJ. S. Indian School in this city,
has. gone from the pueblo of Taos to
the pueblo of Picuris treating the
Indians for the eye disease which is
spreading so rapidly in the southwest.
"Charles B. Rumsey and wife, formerly of Santa Fe, will winter in
Taos. Being a member of the forestry
service, he moves on orders and Sut
pervisor McMillan has stationed him
with headquarters here. They will
be welcomed as Taos residents."
Taos Valley News.
M. T. Moriarty of Moriarty arrived
last night accompanied by his daughters, Miss Elizabeth MoViarty- and
Mrs., Margaret Stewart. Tomorrow
morning at Guadalupe church Miss
Elizabeth" Moriarty will be united in

a Moda Millinery

SANTA FE
PATENT FLOUR
BEST becbuse it
gives' the bes. r. suits in
i bread and pastry of any
flour you cn buy.

Phone B;.ack

BOSS

iontains more Gluten
which is the very life of
ths wheat, and which

JHE HOME

It

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or Phone to the Winter
Grocery or H. S. Kaune and Co, until our
phone is ia place, Let us have your order for
regular goods or special order,

and WHOLESOME

vitally
feature

impor
BOSS

PATENT FLOUR s enti.
rely f reef romCELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the wheat.

DIAMONDS

YOKITZ
niHnurHwiuritit

vf

lUIilBCO.

1 Right Prices
U

-

'PH01E 28.

BAKERY
EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.

makes the bread nutritious

A nothor
tant

Catron Block.

78

H

Right Goods

WATCHES

vr

MEXICAN FILICDPF

Eyes Tested and
Fitted hy Up-t- o
Dale Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

I

SANTA FE,

si
N

M.

t
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St, Louis Rock)

Pccific
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Comoany,

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles

DAILY

)

From

no a. m.
10 12 a. m
10 35 a. m

4
11
18

05 a in
20 a. m
11 45 a. in.
12 20 p. m.
1

p.
I 80 p.
8 50 p.
16 p.

41

m.
m.
m,

41
49
58

68
88

6 15 p, m.
6 35 p. ra.
7 08 p. m.

,.

10

77
81

Arr.
Lv.

Ollfton House Junction
Preston
Koehler
Koehler Jnot.
Oolfax
Oerrososo
Arr, OIMARKON N. M.
Lv.

94

with E. P. A
with E. P.

Arr.
Lv.

0

Lv,

7
18

2

"
"
"

16
55

35
25
55
30
55

15

88

10 15

41

9 43

9 25

Lv

Lv

P.

2 30
25 P.
05 P.
40 a.
06 a1

U

Arr.

m,
p. m.
p. m.
p. in.
p. va.
p. m.

7 50
7 40
7 25
7 00

60
69

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m
in.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

In Dawson, N.

ii. W. Ry.

train

No. 124 arriving

W. Ry.

train

No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,

A

.

:S5 a. m.

f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:

SOUTH BOUND.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raion and Preston, with C.
S. at Oes Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
tho following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot
Lakes.
Red
and
Aurora
Sayado,
Ute Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
seco. Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches d Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
W. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
P. J, DED,Wr!N,
NORTH BOUND

No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
No. 7, :12 p. m.

r

Gen Pass- Agent
RATON. N. M.
RATON. N.H.

Ores, and Gen Mgr.

V

Superintendent
RATON,

WO

Gar-side-

Her-ron- .

Mor-iarty-

30 p,

12
12
11
11

63

M., 6:15 p. m,

Connect

17

N. M.

Harlan
Ute Park

6
6
4
4
4
8
8
2

24
18

M

Nast

Connect

49
46
88
82
29

M

RATON N

p. m.

7. 23 p. in.
7. 45 p. m.

Arr,
Lv

M

Thompson
Cunningham
Clifton House Junction "

II

m.

N;M

I)s Moines.
Rumalrto.
Dedman
Oapulln
Vltfll

20
26

45 p m.
56 p. in.".
50 p. m.

4
4
16

Lv.

0

uj a. m

.j

No

DAILY

Raton

Is to love children, and no home
can be happy without t em,
Palace.
yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
Miss Lizzie E. W ouster, Chicago:
,
V. L. Burton. Louisville; W. P.
usually is so full of suffering
El Paso; C. L. Martin, Dayton:
and dread that she looks forU. S. Herbert, Uis Vegas; D. J.
ward to the hour with appre- Trinidad; O. Hoppernath. Pueblo; hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
H. W. Dye, Denver; Harry C. Hall,
allays nausea, nervousness, u npleasant feelings, and so prepares the
Larry Hickey, Ishpenny, Mich.; svstem for the ordeal that she passes through the event with but little
II. G. Pettigrew, Chicago; R. E. Echels,
suffering, as numbers have
Albuquerque.
testified and said, "it is worth
Claire.
its weight in gold."
M. T. Moriarty, Miss Elizabeth
11.00 per bottlo of drnia'ists.
BikiR
Mrs. Margaret
Stewart,
oi valuable inloruiution mailed free.
S.
Hal!.
C.
Lee Scott. Estancia;
Trinidad: A. J. Williamson, Pueblo; THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.
A. J. Green, Estancia.
,

Mor-iuvt-

i

11
11

Miles From

STATIONS.

Moines

HOTELRRIVALS

N-"-

-

VISIT

El

Paso's
if9

j

v.

1st t 7th

LOW SUMMER RATES
TO THE EAST
Now in

HEW

NORTH

A.--

K,

P.

&

8, W.

Kl Paso Texas,

1. 1909.

2

4

1909.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy,
Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine
Patterson, of Santa Fe, X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
If people with symptoms of kidney
or bladder trouble could realize their
danger they would without loss of
time commence taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy. This great remedy stops the
pain and the irregularities, strengthens and builds up these organs and
there is no danger of Bright's disease
or other serious disorder. Do not disregard the early symptoms. Sold by
all druggists.

18-fo-

FBATEBNU SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M. Reg-1 a r
communication
nrst Mnnrtav nf eacfc
montn
MasonU
at
Hall at 7:30 pvm.
J. A. MASSIB.
Worthy Master.
McCORD, Secretary.
u

vt
..v.i

9J

d,Jf.

V'

H
$
ALAN

a

.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
R. A. M.
Regular

1,

second Monday oJ

each month at Masni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandery

40i.
tnsss?
7:30

No.

Resrular conclavs
fourth Monday in eacU
month at Masonic Hall at
1. K. T.

.v

p. m

H. F. STEPHENS. E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening l
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,

va.

7

A. N, BROWN
IG. P.

4

jvt

CENTRAL

and Rock Island

For full particulars,
Address

November

Notice is hereby given that Laura
Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 15, 1908, made Homestead Entry No. 0267, for SE. 4 of
of Sec. 2, and N
SE.
XE. 4 and
NE. 4 of Section 10, TownSW.
ship 10 X. Range 9 E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final commutation proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 4th day of December,

i

effect Via

MEXICO

E. P. & S, W.

&

Coronado.
Donaciano Angel, Jose A. Anaya,
Creceneio Anaya, Maurilio Chaxez,
Galisteo: J. S. Freeman, Venus; W. S,
MINES AND MINING
GLEANINGS BY A
McCach. Trinidad: K. H. Good, J.as
Animas.
PERIPATETIC PEN
Normandie.
Kelly, Socorro
County The new
George White and wife, Espanola;
&
Mortgaging a Homestead Entry
Magdalena
J. L. E. Weaver, Torrance; D. L. Wil- mill of the Mistletoe
II. Lobato, Lainy; Tunnel Company, using the new dry "Can I mortgage my homestead for
liams, Glorieta;
pneumatic process of concentration irrigation purposes, before making
Adelaido P. Garcia, M. Duran, Laniy.
invented by the company's manager, proof?" The question has been asked
W. F. Gordon, is now "in operation on by many people can we mortgage our
PROFIT
ABOUT
SOMETHING
irrigation? We
IN ONION CULTURE. the complex zinc and lead sulphide relinquishments for
cres. Excellent results are said to submitted tnis proposition to the athe referred our quesTaos Valley Man Will Double His have been obtained. C. T. Brown of torney general,
to the commissioner of the land
tion
an
tunnel
is
Socorro,
driving
Acreage Next Year Because of
Mr. Brown office at Washington, D. C. The anon the German property.
His Success.
swer returned was as follows: "A
is operating both the German properIn company with Angus McOowan,
beis
mill
A
lease.
the
mortgage
and
by the entryman prior to
Kelly
ty
manager of the Ranehos Orchard and
final proof for the purpose of securing
the Graphic.
for
constructed
ing
Land Company, we drove out to the
improvements or for other
Oro
Grande, Otero County The money fornot
property of that company on Tuesday
inconsistent with good
purposes
Comthe
of
Smelting
Orogrande
with the main object of looking at plant
is
an alienation
considered
not
faith,
reall
is
ready for blowing in,
Paul Warner's onion patch, and learn- pany
of the land as not to prevent him from
benew
additions
the
work
and
pair
ing something of the success of onion
It is un- submitting satisfactory proof. In such
growing in Taos valley. This year's ing practically completed.
will
be case. However, should the entry be
the
derstood
smelter
that
crop of onions is simply a demonstra
cancelled for any reason prior to patsufficient
as
as
scon
is
in
blown
there
tion of what can be done here with
ent, the mortgagee would have no
this product, as the conditions under ore in sight. The shaft on the Golden claim on the land or
against the Uni&
is
Culver
Downs,
which these onions were raised were Gem, operated by
States
loaned.
ted
for
the
money
reas could be. now down about 220 feet, and is
about as unfavorable
bona fide settler under the
"Any
a
in
ore
of
to
be
quality
good
They were put out in sets between ported
homestead, or other setThe sale of
the 1st and 10th of July, which was and steadily improving. Texas-Jarilltlement law, shall have the right to
of
the
the
placer ground
far too late for full development, as
transfer, by warranty against his own
it permitted but 116 days to reach a Mining Company, which was adver- acts,
any portion of his claim for
on
4th
the
month
for
the
of
tised
sale
perfect maturity, and yet, in spite of
church,
cemetery or school purposes,
November
has
been
postponed until
this handicap. Mr. Warner figures on
lul l"u "S"1 ol wy "i rauroau,
22.
made
This
is
sale
under!"'
being
a value of $200 per acre, when the
Boyn-ton- ,
leiegrapn, teiepnone, canais, resercrop is harvested, November 1st. This foreclosure proceedings of Tom
voirs or ditches for irrigation or
somea
for
who
holds
mortgage
Mr.
Yellow
Warner used the
year
drainage across it; and the transfer
over
$2,000.
Globe Danvers and Australian Browns1 thing
for such public purposes shall in no
f
one-halLincoln
Charles
seven
set
out
Oscuro,
and
and
acres,
County
vitiate right to complete and perand way the
and he expects that out of this crop, Johnson has shipped
supplies
title to his claim (as amended
fect
probably 20 per cent of the onions will equipment from El Paso 1o his lead-silv- by act March 3, 1909)." Roosevelt
measure four inches
in diameter.
properties in the San Andreas County Herald, Portales, N. M.
Taking into consideration the unfav- mountains 25 miles west of here and 48,312 Civil War Veterans Died Last
orable conditions, this is a most ex- will start work. He expects to ship Year Deaths caused 48,312 names to
cellent showing, and proves the onion ore to the El Paso smelter by Novem- be
dropped from the pension rolls
For some time a va- ber 1. The ore, with a limited amount last
proposition.
year. Of this number 32,831 were
riety of onion known as the Taos of sorting, is said to average 40 per survivors of the Civil War. The total
onion has been raised at Ranehos, and cent lead and 20 ounces silver. The loss to the
pension roll from all caushas been a remarkable product. It vein is said to average 4 feet of this es was 51,581.
In striking contrast
grows to the size of a saucer, the ore. Other mines about 15 miles south
'
'
" "
F.
"D
"I Commissioner
layers are very thick and the flavor of the Johnson property are the Inde m,al report of
of Pen- Don
Carlos.
Mr.
and
mild.
and
Warner
pendence,
Ruby
very sweet
sions Warner, is the statement that
will make a specialty of this onion in These ores carry from 20 to 25 per the
government paid out in pensions
next season's crop, when he plans to cent lead and lo ounces silver. The;,-- , the
rt
tono
nsnnl vpm- - pnnorl VTn,m
n.i.., fcf'J, J.tVl,
6
vein
to
20
15
ore
carries
from
feet
of
acres in different varieties.
put in
$161,973,703, which, the commissioner
Grant County 'Steady
He will adopt the plan of early plantLordsburg,
declares, is the largest amount ever
ing out in sets which have been start- shipments to the Douglas smelter are disbursed in one vear. Tho wnnrt
ed in a hot bed, so that they can get being made by the Eighty-Fiv- e
Mining ;shows these facts. Number of
well started before they are put tn Company at Lordsburg. The ores are sioners ,.t the iwinni
nf th
the field. During 1906-190several siliceous and carry copper, silver and o,o;w; numoer ot new
pensioners
car loads of onions were shipped from gold. It is said that operations at the added to the roll,
46,088; pensioners
this valley to Galveston, Texas, which Misers' Chest mine, not far from the on roll at close of
the year, 946,194, a
is the great onion growing section of Eighty-Five- ,
will soon be started. net decrease of 5,493. Survivors of
the country, and this can be done each There is a large concentrating plant the Civil War on the roll number 593.in the Texas, re- on the property. The ore is quartz 961. Commissioner
season, as down
Warner explains
gion the onion crop is harvested in carrying charcopyrite, silver and gold, that the increase in the amount
paid
May and June, so by the time the
Enterprise Mine The Enterprise out for pensions was due principally
Taos crop is ripe, in October and No- coal
mine, near Gallup, McKinley coun- - to the large number placed on the roll
vember, the market is open again and ty, has installed an
undercutting elec - under the act of February 6, 1907,
ready shipments could be made to trie machine at its mine, one mile of granting $12, $15 and $20 monthly to
New York and Chicago. Those large town.
They are receiving their power survivors of tne war with Mexico and
Taos onions, wrapped in papers, sold
from
the
Gallup Electric Light Com- - the Civil War and reaching the ages
as fancy stock, and bringing a price
,
seventy and seventy-five- ,
and
pany,
everything is working like a of sixty-twoof six or seven cents a pound which
and the increase under
respectively,
is not a visionary figure, would be a charm.
the second section of the act of April
Taos
"Royal
Cieneguilla,
County
bonanza. There is no doubt that
Barry leaves this week to do the an- 19, 1908, to widows of persons who
onions will pay in this valley.
nual assessment on some claims near served' in the Civil War and to the inCieneguilla, which caused some ex- crease of the rate of pensions of cerFoley's Honey and Tar clears the citement about here some seven
years tain widows, minor children and help
air passages, stops the irritation in
some prospect- less minors.
About
time
that
ago.
the throat, soothes tlie inflamed memors found an iron blow out which they
branes, and the most obstinate cough
thought looked good and they panned COMMISSION GOVERNMENT
disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs the rock in the
stream which ran
FOR GROWING CITY.
are healed and strengthened, and near.
The result showed gold in the
the cold is expelled from the system.
so coarse that the flakes were
Refuse any but the genuine in the pan
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 2. Every
as wheat grains. Naturally this
large
surface indication is that with a
yellow package. Sold by all druggists. iooKea
news
pretty good, anq the
ange in.tne city charter will come
spread so rapidly and so far that Al- STADIUM PREFERRED OVER
commission form of government
bert
Muller who was interested in the
GREEK AMPHITHEATER. claim was
or aporane. Mayor
"
"
offered $20,000 for it. Of!
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 2. Gradually
S' Pra" llas just named
a
course, in accordance with the old, Nf.'SOn ,
the plans for the stadium are old
17 representa-ma- n
committee
of
story the offer was refused, as no;f.,t,ze"S
nearing completion. It has now been
would sell a million dollar mineilv J3"81"88 and Professional men,
i
decided
a
Greek
that
definitely
stadi- for
members of the pres- $20,000 and the old sequel fol- - inctlu(?InS thr
um and not an amphitheater will be
""-puuuu ib
nnfi
the men who offered tho
built. The area will be given its lowed,
on the advisability of a
change in
still have their money and theT.,men port
classic
dimensions.
fcrm of government.
The greatest who
The plan
the mine have it still. How- the
diameter of the oval will be 606 feet ever had
calls for a new charter, upon which
the
annual
assessments
have a
and some inches and the smallest will
city vote may be taken next April,
been kept up, considerable work has
be 110 feet.
so that the .commission of five can asclone on the property and those
been
A removable roof will be
provided. interested in it are hopeful of satis- sume office the following month. The
The structure will lean against
change is welcomed generally by the
the
side of a hill in San Pedro park and factory results." Taos Valley News.
people, who ee that the present sysElizabethtown
The Deep Tunnel at tem
reinforced concrete will be the mais an utter failure. Mayor Pratt
terial employed throughout. If. will Liizabethtown, Colfax county, com SCreral hlmdred. letterS
trecelvel
work
menced
manMonday, under the
have a seating capacity of 40,000. The
a d
of personal visits from
of W. P. Mclntyre.
agement
money necessary will be
men ju uulii paiues, complimenting
raised
him upon the stand he has taken to
through, an issue of stocks.
The site chosen is an exceptionally SEWING MACHINES FOR
place the city upon a thorough busiFLOOD SUFFERERS ness
beautiful one and has been donated
basis. While he has been in office only six months, he declares his
by the city. Local architects are now United
States Consul General Phillip
administration has been weakened by
preparing to submit plans and the
C. Hanna Makes Appeal for
author of the best design will be en
an opposition council and an antiOld Ones.
trusted with the supervision of the
quated system of government..
work.
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 2. Got
Served as coffee, the new coffee subold sewing machines that you can
Stomach trebles would more quickly any
stitute
spare? If so, write to the United as Dr. known to grocers everywhere
disappear if the idea of treating the States consul general,
Health Coffee, will trick
"Phillip C. Han- even aShoop's
cause, rather than the effect, would na of
coffee
expert. Not a grain of
Mexico. He has
come into practice. A tiny, inside, hid- - made anMonterey, for
real coffee in it either. Pure healthful
machines
appeal
sewing
den nerve, says Dr. Shoop, governs for the flood stricken
poor of that toasted grains, malt,, nuts, etc., have
and gives strength to the stomach. A Mexican
city. Anything that will sew been so cleverly blended as to give a
branch also goes to the Heart, and one will do.
wonderful satisfying coffee taste and
to the Kidneys. When these "inside j In view of the fact that the frosts flavor. And it is "made in a minute,"
nerves" fail, then the organs must have done much damage to the Mexi- too! No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boilfalter. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is di-- , can ccrn crops that had not been ing. Test it and see. Dr. Shoop crerected specifically to these failing swept away by the flood, shipments ated Health Coffee that the people
nerves. Within 48 hours after starting of that cereal are now being made might have a genuine coffee substitute,
the Restorative treatment patients say from this city on behalf of northern and one that would be thoroughly sat- they realize a gain. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- philanthropists. There is still much lsfying in every possible respect. Sold
CO,
j
need for clothing and blankets.
by Frank Andrews.

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 02j7.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.,

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
"Secretary.

8. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invite
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA, Secretary.

j

TO
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TH,
Via

j

Knghts of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-- I
ing Knights invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.

EL PASO

i

'"i"iy

Summer Tourist Rates

Still in effect to all
points.

For farther Information make inquiry of
TF. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.

&

1

SANTA FE. N. M.

NEW MEXICAN FEINTING CO,
Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Dssk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Units 33 desired,
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient, attractive. V7e want to show you

its advantages and possibilities. Call, wits or phone
us about it.

P. A.

t

'

m

F1UR

& EXPOSITION,

Nov.

1--

7

$13.40

;.

ROUND TRIP
Via

SANTA FE
Limit Nov. 8th 1909

CHEAP

El

lev

EXCURSIONS TO

Paso, Texas

via
Meiico Central Bailroai

November 1st. to 7th.
El Paso Fair and
Exposition $13,40
Good

returrjicg Nov. 8th

Train arrives in El Paso
In time for good day

8 a. m.

Sigat-seein- g.

s

City

J. P. I YNG,

Freight

&

Passenger Agent

TUESDAY,

TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

NOVEMBER 2, 1909.

TELEPHONE EXTENSION TO

A PRODICT OF DIXIE
Cotton has always been one of the principal
resources of the South. In former days, only
Will Make Santa Fe Commercial Cen- the Cotton lint was valued and preserved. The
seed was thrown away as worthless. In recent
ter of Southwest of Local
years, however, the skill and genius of experts
Merchants.
have developed this waste product until now the
Cotton Seed Oil adds millions of dollars each
That Santa Fe is naturally and geo- year to the wealth of the South.
center Foremost in perfecting: methods of refining
graphically ihe commercial
k
and metropolis of New Mexico and and utilizing the oil have been The N. K.
the
first
Company.
They
appreciated
i rat it would
his
in
opinion, need of a
always,
cooking fat more clean and wholebe the center of telephone communi-c:.tiosome than that mads from the fat of the ho?.
with territorial and other out- In the manufacture of Cottolene they have
side points, was the interesting state- changed Cotton Seed Oil into a cooking fat a3
wholesome as olive oil. yet so pure and neutral
ment made yesterday by E. M.
that many housewives use it in place of butter
nt
Tele
Colorado
of the
presid-making fine cake.

ROSWELL AND EL PASO.

Fair-ban-

the totality bo spent on local roads pllttiUiiimipip
connecting lhtle communes.
ii
In a word, the influence of the central department of roads and bridges
at Paris passes very much by the
Paris - appointed prefects presiding over
department legislaturesto that smallest local unity, the community, to
force it to patriotic
and
repair.
One of the chief services is that of
V, A

j ai
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Furnished looms.

-

FOR RENT.

road-buildin- g

typewriter,

Instantly Relieves and Cures
Sere Throat
Catarrhal
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Catarrhal S"te
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.!.

Mrs. L. A.
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But, you may ask. if the great trunk
tion of the extension work now in
The Ameri
Grenoble (France)
in good condition.
It will be
boiler
were
at
roads
superseded by railways
progress in eastern and southeastern can farmer pays $25 for hauling where
New Mexico and expressed himself as the French farmer yays $7. I realize it the moment of their perfection was ing caniaiu-.-destroyed them from ies, at an expense that has never disposed of at very iow price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing Comnot
Of
cost
much
of
loss?
a
late pure badness, tearing up their stir- - been counted?
their
eing well pleased with the outlook. here. Up the crazy, winding little
so. At the very moment pany.
is exactly they that give an- face blocks for building.
It
it
when
So.
seemed
"Santa Fe will be able to talk to
years
I know a farmer
other remarkable demonstration of the Charlemagne
El Paso, via Alamogordo, within the valleyis beyond Triage,
attempted to recon- - of the great roads perfection, the
who
Standing, it use of
pincwood.
cutting
O. R. Klueer, the .ieweler, ft0 Virstruct
the
Roman
locomotive
next sixty days," said Mr. Graham,
roads.
entered on the
empire, he had tol;.-,ieagood
could sell for $3.60 per cubic yard. Cut.
new
build
to Germany, scene; and the great, highways fell ginia Ave., Indianapolis. Ind., writes:
trunk
roads
and
make
Pecos
"and Roswell,
other
The splendid old trunk highways
valley it is worth $4.40; and the
Riouperou
as Spain and Italy. Hut they were the into such disuse that when tin y got "I was so weak f rem kidney troubln
points will be in direct communicato $7.40 delivered automobile touring possible (1
tion with that city before spring. Con- paper mills pay $6.S0
automobile touring is fabulous. Last work of one great man. and disappear-- j up a retrospective exposition of car- that I could hardly walk a hundred
struction work on these two enter- at their works, away down the valley. year, a moderate estimate gave 200ft ed with him. In the tenth century, riages in 1907, the example impossible feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Now, the hauling as low as $1 per
dili-cu- t
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
American
prises are progressing very satisfac- cubic
making private tours nothing of them was left. France was to discover was one of the crack
yard, he insists on doing it him- from Paris.parties
into twenty-ninlittle kingdoms; fences of 1S:!5! They finally accepted m ybackache and the irregularities
torily. Gangs are working both ways
and the seigneurs tock toil on the 'a rather decorative old country stage disappeared, and I can now attend to
and the extension is being rushed as self; and the mill", for local reasons,
Supposing only two in each party
make no effort to buy the wood where
de-business every day and recommend
coach, till recently in local use
rapidly as possible,
and
were
there
four,)
they local roads, barricaded and even
(probably
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tween
Aurillac
"Santa Fe is the center from which it falls.
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it
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No vehicles with wheels are found rounding hamlets.
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an these lines are radiating and San
ers, as it cured nte after the doctors
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ta Fe merchants should not overlook ley at its Grenoble terminus, costs vate American tours from Paris.
The great trunk roads seemed ruin- - and other remedies had failed." Sold
even the
earlier fifteenth-centurtheir opportunity to reach out and $4.72 the 220 pounds. Triage farmers
ed; yet here are touring automobilists by all druggists.
But what of all the autos hired
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Tus- - from the whole world scattering gold
the
control, the business of these towns will haul it the twelve miles, delivered
prints.
Dozens such
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of
can gala caresses could only circu- as they scorch over them!
and cities which will soon be in touch to any Grenoble address, for $4.75.
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GUARANTEED OYSTERS

full

Held for Grand Judy

These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed and Sealed
in Baltimore, no ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches them and at the same time all the original
tlivor is retaineJ, aad they only cost a trifle more
than those that come in bulk
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PHONE
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6rocery
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No.
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Bakery

g

The largest

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THE QUALITY OF OUR
BAKfcRY DEPARTMENT

and most
complete
line of
groceries in
the city

Ko.

F. Andrews,

4.

V
Ala-ri-

j

of a lot of baldheads. While in Santa
Fe, no such reports about the exhibi-- I
tion, were made
Dying From Blood Poisoning Mrs.
is
W. A. Nicholas of Albuquereue,
to
be
at
Saint
Joseph's
dying
reported
hospital in that city from blood poisoning, caused by running a splinter into
her hand recently. Two operations
have beeu performed already to save
her life.
Increased Registry Fee Pos! master S B. Grimshaw yesterday began
charging the increased registry fee of
ten cents, uetore rsovemner i, uie
fee had been eight cents and a number of patrons who had not read the
papers diligently were in a mood to
dispute the increased charge.
Next Saturday afternoon, the Cth
of November,
the Junior Auxiliary
of the Church of the Holy Faith
will serve tea and coffee in the
assembly room of the library and and
hope to have a call from all their
friends. In addition to the tea there
will be a table of fancy articles, home
made candy, cake and bread, offered
for sale. Give the children a call
and encourage tuem in their good
work.
Play First Game of Series Last
night Fred Mackie and Elmer Marsh
were defeated by a team composed
of W. McCarley and D. Van Burg. The
highest score of the contest was
made by McCarley while Marsh had
the highest average. The score was
as follows: McCarley 795 pins; Van
Burg 774 pins. Total 1,560. Mackie
702; Marsh S12. Total 1,514. Tonight
the same teams will play the second
game of the series which consists of
live games.
Clothes May Not Make the Man
to
But it feels mighty comfortable
be well dressed besides it reserves
for you the good opinion of your
friends. To be well dressed clothing
must be purchased from a place wherej
the makers understand tneir Dusmess
and can turn out that which is thorWhen
oughly stylish and
it comes to giving satisfaction in this
line there is no clothing for men that
with that of Hart,
can compare
Schaffner and Marx. Their product
.

:

i
Kit.

t it.jrf.S.-ii-5- -

Buy only baking

pow-

tion is regarded as one of the quietest

In Santa
is a standard everywhere!
Fe the representative of this firm is
the Big Store conducted by Nathan
Salmon. Call and inspect the splendid line now being shown and you
The
wul be absolutely convinced.
prices are just right.
DAY

in

IN

STATES.

(Continued From Page One)

DAY

Fickert is ten to seven and a half the
favorite in betting. P. H. McCarthy,
the union labor candidate for mayor,
is also the favorite in betting.

EXHIBITION OP FISKE EXCLUSIVE DRESS
and STREET HATS AT THffl PALACE HOTEL

Quiet Election Day.
New York, Nov. 2. Nearly
of the registered vote in
New York's triangular mayoralty election had been cast by two o'clock this
afternoon. Scores of arrests were
made for illegal voting, hut the elec
three-quarte-

Ordars tiken at very reasonable prices
MISS JANNETTE WELVART of Welvart's Ex
elusive Millinery Stoie ol Albuquerque

,

der whose label indicates cream of tartar

SEVERAL

Phone lo. 4

mi

- ,

READ THE LABEL

ELECTION

We handle all kinds
of hay, grain and feed
Phone

Vicente

s

was yesterday held in $500 bond
for the territorial grand jury.
Dance at Library Hall The Worn- au's Board of Trade will give a dance
at Library Hall on Thursday evening
at 8:30 o'clock.
Meet Tonight Tonight
at eight
o'clock there will be a meeting of the
loci K. of P. lodge. All members
to be on hand.
Punta
Firm The
Suit Against
Company has
Ceggs Manufacturing
filed suit in the district court at Albuquerque against K. Tabot & Brothers of Punta, Torrance county, for
$111.15 on an open account.
Woman Falls Into Well At Las
Cruces, a few days ago, Aurelia Tru-jillwife of Manuel Trujillo, fell into
a 35 foot well and although fearfully
shaken escaped without serious injury and was rescued by neighbors.
Still Warmer Weather Warmer
and fair weather is predicted for tomorrow. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 58 degrees and the minimum last night f! degrees. The relative humidity at six o'clock last evening was 31 per cent.
Given Contract for Star Route
has
John Q. Grant of Alamogordo,
been awarded the star route contract
for carrying the mails from Alamogordo io Cloudcroft three times a
week by way of La Luz and Mountain
Park, for $780 per year.
Las Cruces Up in Arms A dispatch
from Las Cruces to the Denver papers,
says that the city is up in arms
against the exhibitions in one of the
tents of a carnival company that held
forth in that city. It is alleged that
one of the dancers in the tent appeared in "pristine" garb to the edification

IN
FULL

QQarts and Pints Cans

OPlCSSi

Denver, Colo., Nov. 2. Fore- cast for New Mexico: Fair to- with
night and Wednesday
warmer weather in east portion
tonight.

N

BOOTH'S

No
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the city's history.

Light Vote in Nebraska.
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 2. Clear and
warm prevailed in Nebraska today.
Early reports indicate a light vote.
Three judges of the supreme court
and three regents of the state university are to be elected.
Rockefeller Did Not Vote.
Cleveland, Nov. 2. For the first
time in several years, John D. Rockefeller spent election' day at his Forest Hill home. Mr. Rockefeller usually votes in New York, but on account of. the illness of Mrs. Rockefeller he did not go east.
Liberals Win Election in Cuba.
Havanna, Nov. 2. Local elections
in the newly created municipality of
Abenus, Santa Clara province, the first
under the new republic were held yesterday. There was no 'disorder and
the liberals were victorious.

AFTERJTHAT NEW SUIT aDd
OVERCOAT START IN THE

RIGHT DIRECTION.
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Towards the
Clothing Home

that has a well established

re-

putation for selling only thf
best of clothes Such a resoluta
tioucantot Jaid to bring you
directly here.

If YOU know exactly the
kind of suit you want you
will find choicest models in
all the correct styles.f

IF

YOU

do not known

them we shall be pleased to
to assist you wi h the best
of service in fitting you perfectly with just the kind of
suit you ought to wear.
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$22.50,
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qiiitq at

$25.00,
$27.50,
& $30.00.

The clothes you will have are
more than;, just
something
clothes. We will do more than
just cloth you. WE'LL DRESS
rOU, OF THE BEST ALL
WOOL CLOTHES in the world
of HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX make.
.
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This is the Home of the

.
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Hart Schaffner

&

Marx
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NATHAN SALMON

HART SCHAFFNER &
MARX in this vicinity.

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

